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As soon as I began writing about COVID in the spring of 2020,
I made the case that SARS-CoV-2 hadn’t been proved to exist.

I then met Tom Cowan, Andrew Kaufman, and Christine Massey. I
became aware of the work of Stefan Lanka. They were making a
wide challenge about viruses in general:

No actual isolation; no proof of existence; instead, a parade
of false claims and obfuscations from official sources.

A few years later…and the number of serious researchers who
are coming to the same conclusion has expanded significantly.
(You can find links to some of these researchers at Christine
Massey’s Substack page )

The new work isn’t just a repetition of the original challenge
to official authority. It attacks fake viruses from a number
of angles. The shocks keep coming.

This story isn’t going away. It’s building.

It reminds me of the vaccine story. When I first started
writing about dangerous and ineffective vaccines, in 1987,
there  were  dozens  of  writers,  present  and  past,  who  had
covered similar ground—going back many decades. But that was
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nothing compared with…

The strength of that story now, in 2023, after the catastrophe
of the COVID vaccines.

This is what I believe is going to happen to the fake virus
story—against even longer odds. I say “longer,” because the
proofs that viruses aren’t real by any scientific standard
will undermine and detonate the very center of the medical
cartel, which is all about germ theory.

Germ theory is marketing. The marketing of (toxic) drugs and
vaccines for thousands of so-called distinct diseases, each
supposedly caused by a unique germ.

When that fiction falls, the whole house collapses.

Going back as far as the beginning of the 20th century (and
farther), another paradigm about disease emerged. It came to
be called “holistic.” Probably not the best label. But the
idea was: look at the whole body, the whole person. Look at
body  processes  as  connected  and  inter-related.  Understand
disease  and  health  in  those  larger  terms.  Include
environmental  effects—basic  sanitation,  pollution,  toxic
chemicals, nutrition, the rise of the middle class out of
poverty.

Something needs to be pointed out here. The holistic paradigm
is a very difficult approach, in terms of making it pay off in
real cures. It always has been difficult. Thousands of methods
have been suggested. Many of these tend to mirror the medical
strategy: find magic bullet solutions, take short cuts. Market
them. Claim temporary fixes are permanent.

Treating the body and the person as a whole, taking in the
mind-body connection—this is by no means a walk in the park.

Therefore, sooner or later, many people, discouraged, fall
back on medical answers and germ theory.



The  work  of  the  no-virus  pioneers  provides  an  absolutely
essential antidote to that surrender.

Because  what  are  people  surrendering  to?  The  convenient
fiction  that  viruses  are  everywhere,  causing  separate
diseases. Convenient fiction was how viruses were willed into
existence in the first place:

Doctors  couldn’t  cure  their  patients.  So  they  looked  for
“something that was missing.” A hole in their hypotheses. And
they claimed they found it.

Tiny particles no one had ever seen. No one had ever isolated.
“This is the key. This is the great discovery.” It was a self-
serving fairy tale. An excuse for treatment failure.

It kicked off millions of efforts to assure one and all that
viruses were real. Marketing, parading as science.

Where  were  these  viruses  being  discovered?  In  proprietary
labs. No civilians permitted. Doors locked. Only the experts
could understand the details of their own isolation of the
tiny particles.

The particles which had been fantasized into existence.

We’re actually looking at a magic-myth story. Explorer-knights
(doctors, researchers) are searching for an invisible dragon
object which is crippling the population. These heroes finally
corner it and isolate it and go to work decimating it and all
its variants.

But the real ending to that story is now being provided by the
multiplying number of independent researchers, who are proving
the invisible dragon object was never cornered or identified
or isolated.

Instead,  the  so-called  explorer-knights  made  up,  invented,
fabricated the idea of the object to begin with.



That’s the magic. Sleight of hand. That’s the myth. Secret lab
procedures that, when exposed, turn out to assume what they’re
trying to prove. Also known as circular reasoning.

The whole story has come unglued.

For now, I’ll conclude with this analogy. A group of elite
researchers claim that, 49 trillion light years from Earth,
there is a flaming star the size of the Milky Way. At the
center of that star, buried within a supernatural vault, there
is a tiny, tiny purple man with green toes and orange hair who
is  causing  all  trouble  and  all  destruction  circulating
throughout the universe. He’s there. He’s been “isolated.”

Given that incredible tale, would you expect, would you really
expect there can be ANY sort of test which would prove the
existence of that tiny man?

Could ANY test be produced that would be authentic?

So, in the case of the wild virus fairy tale, are we looking
at proofs of existence and isolation that need to be improved,
in order for us to accept them?

Or are we, instead, looking at the tiny purple man, about
whose existence there are no possible proofs at all?

Because the story is so absurdly outrageous.

I’m thinking we’re dealing with the tiny purple man. And this
may be the next chapter in the no-virus revelation:

The original concoction of viruses was so crazy, every so-
called proof is going to be circular, mindless, and futile.

There is no there to get to.

Stay tuned.
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